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Q.1. (a) Separate the Laplace's equation Y'U(i)- 0 into spherical polar coordinates. (g)
OR

(a) Separate the Helmholtz equation ( V, + k, )u(f)= 0 irto cylindrical coordinates. (g)
(b) show that the wave equation in three dimension has the form

i#tr,,)= v'<D(F,r) obeys the Helmholtz equation. (5)

(b) The time dependent schrodinger equatfrt given by

in ff G,,) = - *r'v (r,t)+ v (r)v (r,t)
Separate it into space and time pdrts.

Q.2. (a) Obtain the power series solution of the differential equation fu - Z*4'dx" *+2my=0'
m: integer.

(a) solve the following differential equatiollr,n. method of Frobenius

. #*.fl*(r'- *')y=0.
(b) Find the finite singular points of the following differential equations and determine

the nature of singularities:

Q) - #+ (" - f*- ay =o,where c and a are constants
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(ii) (t- - )# - r*+ n,y - 0 around the point x=l; n:integer

'oR
(b) Show that point at infinity is irregular singular point of the Bessel's differential

equation - # * .ff* (r, - *,)y =o (5)

Q.3'(a) Considering time as a cyclic coordinate, explain conservation of energy and obtain
an expression for Hamiltonian function H. (g)

(a) Explain generalised coordinates with effiles. Also explain virtual displacement,
principle of virtual work, and hence derive D'Alembert'i principle

(b) obtain the expression 7 =*Zrrr,r, forthe kinetic energy of a rigid body.

(b) Explain moment of inertia tensor. 
oR



Q'a' (a) Derive expression of the Angularrvlomgnlum operator i] . obt^inthe separate
differential equations for spherical variables.

(a) obtain the energy Eigen value for angular momentum operator rt by applying
suitable admissible conditions.

(7)

(b) Define Ladder operators. prove that (i)

(b) Write a short note on "Coherent states,,,

[ata, aJ= (- a) (ii) [afa, at]: at.
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QUIZ

(1) Define a schleronomic constraint.
(2) lhe rale of dissipation of energy by friction is equal to

function.
(3) What is linear differential equation.
(4) Write Helmholtz equation in Cartesian coordinates.

10 marks

the Rayleigh's dissipation

(5) Define ordinary point and singular point of the second order linear differential equation.
(6) In electrostatics, the potential O(f) at any point where there is no charge, satisfies
equauon.
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(7) x= 0 is _ point of #. z*fl+ zt
(8) In spherical harmonic function Yrr(0,g), if l=0 and m:0 then what will be the value of yoo?
(9). Define Parity.
(10) In energy Eigen valueE, =b* /r)rr",the value of n=0 give the energy Eigen value known

as _-energy.


